Abstract: While the use of Lyapunov function candidates for integrator backstepping has been extensively studied in the literature, little researc h has been conducted regarding the applicability of the so-called incremental stabilit y approac hes. This note addresses the problem of the use of an incremental approach, i.e. con traction theory , to the integrator bac kstepping design on the methodological aspect. After brie y recalling basic results from con traction theory ,a full con traction-basedintegrator bac kstepping procedure is presented. An example is given to illustrate the method.
INTRODUCTION
In the past sev eral years, there has been considerable interest in recursiv e designs for nonlinear control sc hemes, namely backstepping and forwarding, and a number of textbooks treating this subject ha veappeared in the literature see Krsti c,et al., 1995; F reeman and Kokotovic, 1996; Khalil, 1996; Sepulc hre, et al., 1997 , together with some applications see for example F ossen and Gr vlen, 1998. These no w w ellkno wntechniques are traditionally based on the construction of appropriate Ly apuno v function candidates.
Later on, new tools for analyzing stability referred to as incr emental stabilityapproaches F romion, et al., 1999; Lohmiller, 1999; Angeli, 2002 were proposed. On the con trary to Ly apuno v-based analysis where trajectories are studied with respect to a speci c nominal motion, incremental stabilit y approaches are used to analyze the beha vior of trajectories with respect to one another without considering any particular motion.
Among those approaches, contr action the ory, also called contr action analysis , is the one that may b e seen as the incremental counterpart of Lyapunov stabilit y theory Lohmiller, 1999; Lohmiller and Slotine, 1998. As pointed out in Angeli, 2002 , incremental approaches still lac k recursiv e methods that have no w been extensively studied with Lyapunov functions. As a consequence, this paper addresses the question of constructing an integrator bac kstepping procedure under the framework of con traction analysis. It is to be noted that the procedure depicted in this paper has been deliberately made simple in order to giv e a clearer idea of the differences with Ly apuno v-based recursiv edesigns. In addition to an attempt to avoid the burden of equations that would somewhat hide some meaningful aspects, the present note is intended as a rst step tow ardsa more rigorous and detailed analysis of bac ksteppingprocedures using incremental approaches.
After brie y reviewing the concepts of contraction theory that will be used throughout this paper, a v ery short classi cation of contracting systems is proposed in Section 2. Following this classication, a particular class of contracting systems is then used to study the contracting integrator backstepping design proposed in section 3. As an illustration, a simple example is treated in section 4. Finally, brief concluding remarks end the paper. 
SOME BASICS RESULTS
are uniformly negative de nite.
The last expression can be regarded as an extension of the well-known Krasovskii method using a time and state dependent metric. On a historical perspective, note that results very closed from this one |however with a state but not time dependent metric| were established in the early sixties Hartman, 1961 , though with a slightly di erent i n terpretation. De nition 2.1 leads to the following convergence result:
Theorem 2.1. Any trajectory, which starts in a ball of constant radius with respect to the metric Mx; t, centered at a given trajectory and contained at all time in a contraction region, remains in that ball and converges exponentially to this trajectory.
In the following, we will only consider global convergence, i.e. the contraction region corresponds to the whole state space.
The next combination property will also be useful in section 3. Connecting two systems, contracting under possibly di erent metrics, in feedback form as
where z i = i x i , then the resulting global system is in turn contracting. This can be generalized to any number of contracting systems Slotine and Lohmiller, 2001 . The above statement can of course be related to the well known passivity concepts and the feedback i n terconnection of passive systems, which is passive a s w ell. This result also holds with a pre-and post-multiplication by a matrix as seen above see Sepulchre, et al., 1997, p. 34 .
Contracting systems are also exponentially stable. Exponential stability is an important concept since it enables to quantify in an explicit manner the rate of decrease of the initial conditionperturbed system towards the equilibrium. Under speci c conditions constant metric, it can be very easily proven that a contracting system exhibits a Uniform Globally Exponentially In this de nition, we depart quite far from Lyapunov theory because no Lyapunov function exists for a metric Mx; t in general. Indeed, the length de ned by the measure of the arc joining two distant points in space would depend on the path chosen to link these two points.
CONTRACTING INTEGRATOR BACKSTEPPING DESIGN
For the sake of clarity, this section will follow quite the same outline as presented in Krsti c, et al., 1995, p. 33-37 while keeping the same notations. Also, this should make it easier to compare with the well-known Lyapunov-based technique.
Assumption 3.1. Consider the system _ x = fx; t + Btu 4 where x 2 R n is the state, t is the time variable and u 2 R is the control input. There exists a continuously di erential feedback control law u = x; t 5 such that the overall system _ x = fx; t + Bt x; t 6 is directly contracting.
Note that the framework of contraction analysis allows to deal indi erently with time varying or time invariant systems, which enables to extend the procedures designed for stationary systems very easily. In terms of interpretation, the previous result may be regarded as an incremental version of feedback passivation. Models more complex than 3 may be considered and rendered contracting. However, this particular class of systems will be shown to be adequate for a rst use of the backstepping procedure.
Lemma 3.1. Let the system 4 be augmented by an integrator :
and suppose that 7 satis es Assumption 3.1 with as its control. If 6 is directly contracting, then there exists a feedback control law ux; ; t such that the closed-loop system is directly contracting, with its jacobian as Using the combination property of the previous section, a sketch of proof is easily found. Indeed, de ning des = x; t as the virtual control desired value, the deviation of from des is written as then system 7-8 is contracting. Obviously, condition 18 implies jacobian 9, while conditions 16 and 17 ensure that the overall system is contracting.
Explicit expression of and u may be found, in particular when considering the special case of exact feedback linearization. However, let us stress the fact that it is one of the key features of backstepping to allow the designer to choose the most appropriate and suitable feedback functions because they mainly depend on the required performances speed, robustness, precision, etc.... The above procedure can then be repeated recursively, t h us leading to the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let the system 4 satisfying Assumption 3.1 with x; t = 0 x; t be augmented by a chain of k integrators so that u is replaced by 1 , the state of the last integrator of the chain:
By repeating recursively Lemma 3.1 with i ; 1 i k, the Jacobian is obtained as the crossed-terms obtained in the next steps of the procedure. They are noted di erently from B to stress the fact that unlike B, they were not initially present in the system structure but were introduced by the control u.
This last corollary may be of interest because rstly, on the contrary to Lyapunov analysis, it makes appear explicitly the feedback i n terconnection structure, instead of reducing the stability behavior into a single scalar function. Second, it does not require the energy-like form storage function, ... that the passivity paradigm implies. Finally, since contraction behavior is somewhat independent of the attractor, there is conceptually no signi cant di erence between stabilization and tracking, enabling thus a more generalized point of view. On another aspect, note that the extension to at contracting systems see De nition 2.3 through several constant transformation matrices i is fairly simple.
AN EXAMPLE
The next example is intended as an illustration of the above procedure. As for the Lyapunovbased procedure, the distinction between the stabilization function construction and the stability behavior analysis is quite apparent. that the closed-loop system can nally be concluded as being contracting.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has addressed the question of the construction of integrator backstepping techniques based on incremental stability approaches. One of them |contraction theory| was used to mimic" Lyapunov-based procedures, enabling thus to compare the applicability of the two methods. Qualitative remarks were made along the procedure description, and a simple example was provided for purpose of illustration. As mentioned in the introduction, there is still a need for a more comprehensive study. Current research includes further formalization as well as the use of contraction theory to ensure robust design in a quantitative way. Also, other useful designs as for example integrator forwarding see Sepulchre, et al., 1996 are to be investigated.
